Introduction
We shall consider the nonlinear hyperbolic equation of the following form lio A±t , t>0.
For sake of completeness we shall give the proof.
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Proof. Let
We have Re(^ytf,<p) = 0 and for Re % £ 0 the equation "to Oit=iT2 *() and N < 1. Now let us consider the sequenoe = e A %(0) and cp n = = Kcp n~1 . The sequenoe cp n is convergent in the norm 3CQ on the interval [o,T2]» uniformly With respect to t. The limit <f • lim <p n belongs to for each t due to the fact that <? n n*-» belongs to the ball in 3ttt and 3ta is the Hilbert space.
The solution of (2.1) is the weak solution of (1.4) or where n denotes the vector normal to 3SL . In case of boundary condition B1 u = 0 we shall assume that the operator is selfadjoint and positive definite. In further analysis it will be convenient to define the spaces w£' 2 (ocxi+1/2) as follows B i In the further analysis one needs the imbedding of Sobolev spaces. If Oitia<oo, oo > q ^ p > 1 and s -^ > t -^ then (4.8) W s 'P(a) c w t » q (fl)i ( [7] , p.328).
Moreover we shall use the following properties -734 -(4.9) |fg| < C. f + p -il-il * 2* 6 a 2 r"»*-W V/ ' for 0 < t < s and s - § > 0.
The proof of (4.9) will be given in Appendix B. We shall demonstrate that Assumption 2 is valid for wide class of nonlinearity. We start by considering the function P of the form and by using the Holder inequality again one obtains (4.13) c||uP(a>2,C»u||2Pp + Clal^^.laljjjrj).,,.
Providing that the following inequalities are satisfied Using the imbedding theorem one gets
. Bup|u(x)|P||u t -,J i2 + eap|a(x)| ^hl^Mj.*'
In order to have the proper imbedding one has to assume that One has to remember that the function F(q>) belongs to V^* 2 (q) and thus it satisfies the boundary condition B 0 F(cp)| a<f> = 0 or B.|?(<f>)|3£ -0 for a sufficiently large. One observes that for n $ 2 we can always choose a small and satisfies the Assumption 2. for all types of nonlinearities. For n « 3 the nonlinearities of the type f(u) and f(u)u^ can be included into consideration for boundary condition of the form B 0 P(<p)j ail • 0. In this case one has f(u) -0 for ,u -0.
Appendix A. The proof of Lemma 3. Since 9 is increasing function, one has The orem. Let a c IR n be a bounded domain of cone--type, then in W 8,p (n) one can introduce the norm (4.6).
We shall prove the inequality Step 3. Let i f » gf for geW® ,p one hias * ©'
The operator P is bounded in L p (a) and W® ,P (Q). The inter-O polation theorem implies 'VII tiP < c W w ..P "VP fewt ' pw -742
